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If one might be so bold as to draw an 

analogy with the “spirit of Copenhagen”— 

the atmosphere created by Niels Bohr in 

which a small group of physicists devel-

oped the fi eld of quantum mechanics— then 

the “spirit of Savannah” might describe the 

atmosphere at the Chapman Conference 

on Universal Heliophysical Processes, held 

there in November under the umbrella of the 

International Heliophysical Year. Whether 

or not the analogy will hold depends upon 

whether some subset of the Space Phys-

ics and Aeronomy community continues a 

movement to establish “heliophysics” as a 

fi eld with universal laws of its own— a proj-

ect that has become surprisingly controver-

sial. Extensive, lively debate at the confer-

ence among researchers in very different 

fi elds who otherwise would rarely meet, 

along with uniformly excellent conference 

presentations tailored to communicate 

across disciplines, suggest a positive future 

for the project.

The movement to establish heliophys-

ics as a fi eld with universal laws of its 

own began with publication in 2004 of the 

National Research Council report, “Plasma 

physics of the local cosmos” ( http://  books 

. nap . edu/  openbook/  0309092159/  html/  index 

. html). The report divides the universe 

into gravitationally and magnetically orga-

nized matter and focuses on the latter as the 

domain of heliophysics. Aeronomers were 

quick to point out that their domain includes 

gravitationally organized matter in an 

essential way, in particular, in interactions 

between ionized and neutral media. At the 

conference, participants expanded an exist-

ing table of universal heliophysical pro-

cesses to include gravitationally organized 

matter.

Some conference participants dismissed 

the idea that heliophysics can be a stand-

 alone fi eld with its own universal laws, argu-

ing instead that it is a purely derivative sci-

ence based upon universal laws of physics 

and chemistry. From the perspective of uni-

versal laws as paradigms, i.e., synthesiz-

ing principles with explanatory power that 

link distinctive phenomena, others pointed 

out examples that helio physics can call its 

own— for example, an emerging paradigm 

that received new support at the conference 

is a common mechanism for coronal mass 

ejections and substorms. Some argued that 

searching for more universal laws of this 

kind through a program of comparative stud-

ies may be a fruitful path for breakthroughs 

in understanding a wide variety of helio-

physical phenomena. On the other hand, 

aeronomers have been conducting compar-

ative studies of planetary environments for 

years and fi nd that each has unique helio-

physical characteristics that elude expla-

nations in terms of a common paradigm. 

Their comparative approach instead deep-

ens our understanding of the fundamen-

tal laws of physics and chemistry that gov-

ern all of these environments. In the spirit 

of Savannah, participants plan to continue 

this discussion through a Web site currently 

under development ( http://  www . bu . edu/  csp/ 

 NESSC/  Savannah . html).

The “spirit of Savannah” seems especially 

appropriate for these efforts in view of the 

city’s history of tolerance. In keeping with 

that history on the conference tour arranged 

by NASA’s John Cooper, who grew up in 

Savannah, one British participant noted, 

“Only in America (read Savannah) would a 

group of scientists sing “Moon River” over 

the grave of Johnny Mercer and drink a toast 

to transvestite Lady Chablis (made famous 

in John Berendt’s Midnight in the Garden of 

Good and Evil).” May that tolerance extend 

to new scientifi c endeavors.

The conveners are indebted to AGU staff 

for their gracious, seamless, behind- the-

 scenes work to ensure that all needs were 

met for a successful conference. 

—NANCY U. CROOKER, Boston University,  Boston 
Mass.;  E-mail: crooker@  bu.edu; and MARINA 
GALAND, Imperial College London, London, UK
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Climatic extremes in the past few thou-

sand years have severely affected societ-

ies throughout the Mediterranean region 

and have changed the outcome of his-

torical events in some instances. Climatic 

extremes—droughts, fl oods, prolonged 

cold and heat—affect society in a variety 

of ways, operating through famine, disease, 

and social upheaval.

These topics were discussed at an inter-

disciplinary symposium at the National and 

Kapodistrian University, in Greece, that 

brought together climatologists, paleocli-

matologists, anthropologists, geologists, 

archaeologists, and historians working in 

the greater Mediterranean region.

The complexity of the Mediterranean cli-

mate due to the region’s topography and loca-

tion close to the subtropics makes the recon-

struction of its climate a highly challenging 

task. Spatial coverage of information is not 

uniform, with very little information available 

for northern Africa and the Middle East. Meet-

ing participants identifi ed several issues rel-

evant to improving research on the effects of 

past Mediterranean climate extremes. 

One issue involves extracting long- term, 

high- quality, and high- resolution data from 

instrumental records and historic archives, 

information required for the calibration 

of proxy data, and a central objective of 

The World Meteorological Organization 

Mediterranean Climate Data Rescue project 

( WMO- MEDARE, see http://  www . omm . urv 

. cat/  MEDARE).

Conference attendees also stressed the 

need for a multiproxy approach that recon-

ciles information from diverse sources. This 

stems from the fact that all natural and doc-

umentary proxy data have limitations and 

uncertainties. Moreover, the responses of 

proxies to climate variability and forcings 

are often nonlinear and do not necessarily 

occur in conjunction in time or in space. 

In addition, workshop participants dis-

cussed how to bridge the communication 

gap between various research communi-

ties, e.g., scientists producing the paleore-

cords and those involved in the dynamical 

and modeling communities. Participants 

agreed that solving this problem will involve 

enhanced integration of knowledge across 

the research disciplines. This means that all 

disciplines should try to focus on specifi c 

time periods as well as the whole range of 

spatial and temporal scales of proxies and 

climate parameters. 

The effect of volcanoes on climate and 

societies in the Mediterranean was also 

addressed, including observations, docu-

mentary sources, works of art, and recon-

structions involving various climate proxies. 

General circulation model experiments pre-

sented during the symposium support the 

fi ndings of the reconstructions studies and 

show similar temperature responses and 

atmospheric circulation perturbations to 

strong tropical eruptions. 

Adaptation practices to climate change 

events spanning the past several millen-

nia were also discussed. In particular, the 

events of 8.2, 5.2, and 4.2 thousand years 

ago severely affected Neolithic Mediterra-

nean societies, including changes in mobility 

patterns and even a population drop due to 

reduced food supplies. Impacts and adapta-

tion practices during recent millennia have 

included movements of population, aban-

donment of specifi c agricultural produc-

tion, and shifts to pastoral nomadism. Such 

forced adaptation measures appear to be due 

to each society’s level of dependence on its 

immediate environment and the severity of 

the climate change. These consequences of 

climate change, including social upheaval, 

civil war, and regime change, also apply to 

the present day, despite the technological 

infrastructure available, and will possibly 

expand due to the global nature of anthropo-

genically induced global warming.

This symposium was sponsored by the 

Mariolopoulos- Kanaginis Foundation for 

the Environmental Sciences, the European 

Science Foundation Mediterranean Cli-

mate Variability and Predictability (ESF-

 MedCLIVAR) program, Past Global Changes 

( PAGES), and the National Observatory of 

Athens. This report has been prepared by 

the group of conveners of the symposium. 

The names of the conveners and further 

information on the symposium can be found 

at http://  www.pages . unibe . ch/  science/ 

 medclivar/  events . html.

—ELENA XOPLAKI, Oeschger Centre for Climate 
Change Research, University of Bern, Bern, Switzer-
land and Energy, Environment and Water Research 
Center, The Cyprus Institute, Nicosia, Cyprus; 
 E-mail: elena . xoplaki@  oeschger . unibe . ch

Effects of Extreme Climate 
on Mediterranean Societies
 Climate Extremes During Recent Millennia and Their Impact 

on Mediterranean Societies;

Athens, Greece, 13–16 September 2008

M E E T I N G

A N N O U N C E M E N T S

22–25 June 2009  ■ 30th Canadian Symposium 
on Remote Sensing, Lethbridge, Alberta, Can-
ada. Sponsors: Canadian Remote Sensing Society 
(CRSS); Canadian Aeronautics and Space Insti-
tute (CASI. (D. R. Peddle, University of Lethbridge 
-  Geography, Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada T1K 
3M4; Tel.: +1- 403- 329- 2524; Fax: +1- 403- 329- 2016; 
 E-mail: derek.peddle@uleth.ca; Web Site: http:// 
 www . uleth . ca/  ~remotesensing/  csrs - sct2009/)

This multi- disciplinary conference is aimed at 
helping applications and development special-
ists create remote sensing capabilities and foster 
international partnerships. The conference will 
consist of plenary forums, workshops, and poster 
sessions,. Abstract deadline is 30 April.

23–27 November 2009  ■ East Asian Seas (EAS) 
Congress 2009, Manila, Philippines. Sponsor: 
Partnerships in Environmental Management 
for the Seas (PEMSEA. (Conference Secretar-
iat, EAS, PEMSEA Building, DENR Compound, 
Visayas Avenue, Quezon City, Philippines; Tel.: 
+63- 2- 929- 2992; Fax: +63- 2- 926- 9712;  E-mail: con-
gress@  pemsea . org; Web Site: http://www . pemsea 
. org/  eascongress)

This congress is a venue for reviewing and 
sharing on- the- ground experiences in integrated 

management of coastal and marine resources. 
Under the theme, “Partnerships at Work: Local 
Implementation and Good Practices,” the con-
gress will highlight initiatives and good practices 
covering key aspects of coastal and marine re-
source management.  It will also address how 
interregional, interagency, and multisectoral part-
nerships are contributing toward the attainment 
of regional and international environmental tar-
gets. Abstract deadline is 30 April.

11–13 May 2009  ■ 39th Biological Systems 
Simulation Conference, Griffi n, Georgia, USA. 
Sponsor: Biological Systems Simulation Group. 
(G. Hoogenboom, Department of Biological and 
Agricultural Engineering, University of Georgia, 
Griffi n, GA 30223, USA; Tel.: +1- 770- 228- 7216; Fax: 
+1- 770- 228- 7218;  E-mail: gerrit@  uga . edu; Web site: 
http://  www . biosyssim . org)

Topics include basic physiological and biologi-
cal systems; ecosystem simulations of fi eld- level 
fl ows of water, carbon, energy, and nutrients; and 
regional analysis of the impacts of climate vari-
ability and global change. Abstract deadline is 
30 April.




